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ABSmACT 

Heat sources within a building lead to temperature differences which can be used 10 drive ventila1ion flows 
using the "stack effect". These buoyancy-driven flows, nnd their implicntions for bui lding design, arc invcsllgal.Cd 
in this paper. Water-filled laboraiory models can be used to study the flow, with salt solutions of different 
concentrations representing air at different 1empcrnturcs in the real building. A description of the use of laboratory 
models is given, together with the scaling laws necessary 10 apply the results 10 u full-scale building. An outline 
of a mathematical model is also given, and the gencrnl feu1urcs of nntural ventilnlion nrc discussed. These 
modelling techniques are applied to a proposed building project. 

!. INTRODUCTION 

Natural ventilation is the use of naturally occurring pressure differences to drive a ventilation flow. These 
pressure differences may be caused by the action of the wind or by temperature differences between the imemal and 
externnl air. ll is the latter type of natural vcn1ila1ion, using the "stack effect", th111 will be discussed in this paper. 
Though wind-driven ventillllio.n is import.11n1 it generally res1llts in increased ventilation rates compnrcd with 1hosc 
observed on calm days, and will not be considered here. Jn recent years there has been increased interest in the use 
of na1ural, rather than mechanical, vcmllnlion, CSJY'..cially for l11e vemilotion of large spaces with high solar gains 
such as atria (1). Clearly lhe use of novel vcmilaLion techniques require.~ extensive 1es1ing and modelling al the 
design suige. 

In section 2 of lhis paper we describe 1~hniques for the laboratory modelling of ventilation flows driven by 
1empera1ure differences, using wa1er-fillcd models with different conccnmnions of salt solution representing 
different tempc.nuures. Jn section 3 we give an oulline of a mathcma1ical model or such flows (greater detail of 
this model is given in (2)). The application of these techniques 10 a particular building project (Department or 
Humanities at the University of Seville) is given in section A, und in the final section, section 5, we conclude 
with a discussion of 1he general fca1Urcs of natural vcn11la1ion and the use of modelling in 1hc design process. 

2. LABORATORY MODELLING OF VENTILATION FLOWS 

2.1 Scaling Laws 
For the ventilation flows. considered here the effects of viscosity and heal diffusion arc small. ns is evident 

from the values of the Reynolds and P~cle1 numbers ( 1 o3 and greater). These numbers ..re given by ULfv and 
UL/K respectively, where U is a typical velocity, Lis n typical length, v is the viscosity of air nnd 1C is the 
diffus.ivity of heat Al such large values the now will be inc.lepcndcn1 of these numbers. except al the smallest 
scales. To simulate these flows in the laboratory it is necessary to ensure 1ha1 the values of the Reynolds and 
P&:lct numbers in the experiment arc s11fficiently high. This can be achieved in the lnbora1ory in small scale 
models using water as the working fluid and adding salt to produce density differences (3,4,5). Thus different salt 
coneenualions represent different 1empcraturcs. Note that since hell! is modelled by salt it is the diffusivity of Sllll 
in waler that gives the relevant Peclct number. 

The driving force in these flows is the buoyancy force caused by density differences between different parts of 
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the fluid. A parcel of fluid of density p+.6.p surrounded by fluid of density p will experience an acceleration of 
approximately g.6.p/p, if .6.p/p is small. This acceleration is known as the reduced gravity, and it will be denoted 
by g'. For air, it is useful to note that t.p/p is approximately equal to -t.Trr, where T is the temperature 
measured in Kelvin. It is not necessary to use the same density difference in the model as in the real situation, 
rather it is chosen to give high enough Reynolds numbers. 1l1e relation between the experimental results and the 
real situation is found by considering the appropriate scalings. The subscripts M and F will be used to denote the 
scales in the model and real (full-scale) cases. Length-scales will be denoted by L, velocities by U, times by t 
and buoyancy fluxes by B. (The buoyancy flux is the flux of g' .) These scales can all be constructed from the 
length-scale and g' as shown in table I. 

scale: times 

velocities 

buoyancy fluxes 

model 

(LMl{M)l/2 

(LMg'M)l/2 

LM5/2 g'M3!2 

full-scale 

(Lf/g'f) l!2 

(lpg'p)l/2 

Lp5/2 g'p)/2 

Table 1. Scales for other variables in terms of the length-scale and the reduced gravity (g' "'gt.pip). 

Thus, for example, the ratio of velocities in an experiment to those at full scale will be (LMg'M)l/2 : (Lpg 'p)l/2. 
It is useful to note that the buoyancy flux due to a heat source of strength W (in kilowaLts) in air is B=0.0281 W, 
where B is measured in m4s-3. Further discussion of scalings will be given below with reference to the study of a 
particular building. 

2 2 Exoerimental Technigpes 
The laboratory models are cons1ructed from clear perspex, which allows visualisation of the flows. The 

concentration of salt solutions may be measured either by taking samples or by measurement in si1u using 
conductivity probes. The ]alter technique makes use of the change in conductivity of salt solutions with changing 
concentration. Note that since salt water is denser than fresh water higher salt concentrations represent lower 
temperatures. In many cases, including the case described below, it is convenient to tum the model upside down 
so that higher salt concentrations represent higher temperatures and heat sources can be represented by sources of 
salty water. 

The flows are visualised by shining light through the apparatus onto a trans lucent screen forming a 
shadowgraph. Since different concentrations of salt solution have a different refractive index, changes in salt 
concentration are shown by this technique. Dyes arc also used to mark different parts of the fluid as they are 
advectcd by the flow. The flow is recorded using video cameras and by lllking still photos, and can be examined in 
detail using image processing techniques. 

3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF NATURAL VENTILATION 

In this section the main results of mathematical models of ventilation flows will be given. For a full 
decription of modelling of ventilation flows sec (2,5), for !low through openings sec (6,7,8,9), for turbulent 
plumes see (10), and for plumes in a closed space sec (I 1, 12). 

3,J Mixing Ventilmion 
Mixing ventilation occurs where a heated space is connected to cooler ambient air by openings near the top 

of the space. Warm air leaves through these openings and cool air enters, often mixing throughout the space as it 
descends giving a fairly uniform temperature throughout the space. A steady situation will develop, with the heat 
lost through the openings being balanced by the heat sources within the space. If there is a single opening, of 
height d and area A, connecting a space at temperature T+t.T with ambient air at temperature T, then the air flow 

through the opening will be 

where k is a constant equal to 0.25. For 
found from equation (1) with k=0.05. If the 
metres, the steady temperature is given by ; 

3 2 Displacement Ventilation 
If a heated space has openings near L 

ambient air, then warm air will leave thn 
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Writing fl for the height of the space 
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Alff ~ 

where A is the effective area, given by 

A= ( 

In equation (4) c is a constant lying bet\\ 
smooth expansion. The effective area i 
openings. Notice that the strength of th< 
geometric quantity determined by the gee 
space. The temperature difference bctwee 
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where h is measured in metres, W in kill 
If, instead of a point source, the h 

interface height is given by 

AI}/ 

where AL is the effective area per unit le 
given by 



through the opening will be 

F = kA (dg't.TIT )112, (I) 

where k is a constant equal 10 0.25. For an opening in the ceiling, such as a skylight, the flux can again be 
found from equation (I) with k=0.05. If the space contains a heat source of W kW, and lengths are measured in 
metres, the steady temperature is given by T +t.T M• with 

tffM = 2.8 (WJkAd 112)2!3. (2) 

3 Z Displacement Vcoti!atjon 
If a heated space has openings near the noor and openings near the ceiling connecting the space lO cooler 

ambient air. then wurm air will leave 1hrough the upper openings and cooler air will enter through the lower 
openings. The air in 1hc space will be highly strat.iffcd with cool air near the floor and warm air near the ceiling. 
We e-0nsidcr here the simple case of a single heot source on tl1e lloor of a space with an opening near the ceiling of 

. area a 1 and an opening near the noor of areu a2• A turbulcm plume will rise above the heat source, emraining 
ambient air and becoming cooler as it rises. A layer of 'varm air will bui.ld up near the ceiling, driving a now 
through the openings due to the siack effect. Eventually a steady Slate will develop, with a siationary interface 
bctwee-0 warm air in the upper layer and cool air in the lower lnycr, as shown in figureJ . The only flow from the 
lower to upper layer will be witl1in the rising plume, so the nux in tho plume at the interface level must match 
the flux out through the upper opening, which in Lum musl be equal to the inllow through the lower opening. In 
addition, in the steady state the heat flux into the upper layer, due to the plume, must cqunl the heat flux out 
through the upper open'ing. Thus the temperature in 1hc rising plume 111 the interface level muSt cq·ual the 
temperature of the air leaving the space through the upper opening. Therefore, the temperature of the upper layer 
must be uniform throughout the layer, equnl 10 Lhc temperature in the plume at the interface level. 

Writing N for the hcigh1 of the space and h for 1he height of 1he interface, the steady st.ate balances described 
above lead 10 a relation be1ween the area of tlte openings and the interface height 

Ali-I 2 = 0.04 (h/H )512(1-hl/1 )-112, (3) 

where A is the effective area, given by 

A = (a1 a2)/(1/2(a1 2/c - a2 2 ))112. (4) 

In equation (4) c is a constant lying between one half, for a sharp expansion m the inlet. to unity, for a perfectly 
smooth expansion. The effect.Ive area is dominated by the smaller of tl1e total area of the upper and lower 
openings. Notice lltat the streng1h of the heat source does not appear in equation (3): the interface height is a 
geometric quantity determined by the geometric relation between the area of the openings and the height of the 
space.. The temperature diffefcncc between t.be upper ·and lower lnyer, which will be denoted by 6T 0 , docs depend 
on !he heat source, being given by 

t.To = 24W2!3h-5!3, (5) 

where h is measured in metres, W in kilowalts and t.T Din degrees Celsius or Kelvin. 
If, instead of a point source, the heat source is a line source spreading the full length of the space, the 

inte!face height is given by 

AUH = 0.2 ((hill )3/(1-hlll ))112, (6) 

where AL is the effective area per unit length. The temperature difference between the upper and lower layer is 
given by 
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Figure I. Steady displacement flow in a space 
conlaining a source of buoyancy. 
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Figure 2. Theorelical and experimental results for 
steady mixing flows showing ATM as a function of 
opening area. 

Fi gurc 3. Thcorelical and cxpcri111cn1al rcsull~ fo1 steady displaccmcn1 nows showing interface height and i'.T 0 as 
functions of opening ar~.a. (a) pui~L source , !.b) lil'c sourc.c. 
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where WL is Lhe heal sLiength per unit length. Note Lhat all these results for displaccmcm nows arc for n source 
on the floor of the space: if the source is elevated then h and ll should be measured from the hc.ight-Of the source. 
Note also that the height of the lower opening is immaterial, as for as the position or the interface is concerned, 
provided it is below the level or the interface. 

The results for both mixing anu displnccment flows are shown in graphical form on figures 2 and 3, together 
with results rtom loboraLOry cxp<:rimcnL~ conducted in a simple rectangular box. The results given in this section 
apply to a single point or line source, but the analysis can be extended Lo multiple sources and LO area sources as 
shown in (2). 

4. CASE STUDY: DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES, SEVILLE 

Initially this building is to form part of the EXPO '92 World Exhibition Secretariat; its final use will be as 
the Department of Humanities for the re-sited University of Seville. It is a large building, approx 20,000 m2. and 
is in the form of a linear slab of three and four storey accomoclalion on either side of an mrium, figure 4. 

The distinctive feature of this building is that it is to be naturally ventilated and daylil with Lhe intention of 
illinimising energy running costs without compromising comfort. This is a significant challenge Lo the designers, 
bearing in mind that typical average daily temperatures rise to 28°C in summer with peak temperatures over 30°C. 
The design has been developed by the Architect Jaime Lopez de Asian of the Seminario de Arquitectura 
Bioclimatica, Seville. Under the CEC Project Building 2000, the architect has received technical consultancy from 
a number of European experts, and as part of this the natural ventilation design has been developed and studied by 
Cambridge Architectural Research Ltd and Cambridge Environmental Research Consultants Ltd. IL is this study 
which will now be described. 

4 I Design Consjder.itions 
The basic st.C8legy can be summed up as follows, VenLilation will by driven by pressure differences induced 

by hot air high in Lhe central atrium space obovc the occupied 7.0ncs. When wind is present the now pau.cm will 
be maintained due LO negative pressures induced m the openings in the ridge or I.he wium roof. Ventilation 
openings will be under intelligent conLTOI. Daut such as external air temperature, temperature of the building 
s1ructurc, and internal gains will be input Lo 3 compmcr holding a thermal model or the building. This will 
minimise ovcr-vcntilaLion in lhc daytime when cxtemnl 1cmpcr111urcs may be above the 1cmpcrature inside Lhe 
building, and maximise ventilation at night-time. 

The ground level of the ntrium will form a cool refuge from the more densely occupied parts of the building. 
This will be achieved by encouraging st.mtificmion in the atrium and limiting ventilation as described above, 
together with evaporative cool ing by vegetation and fountains, and the absorbtion of gains by Lhe massive 
slIUcture, cooled by night-ventilation. 

A necessary adjunct to Lhis strategy is the minimising of solar gains, but without compromising 
daylighting. This suggests that the shading devices should also be under centralised intelligent control. 

4 2 The Role of the Physical Model Study 
First it was necessary to show Lhat ventilation rates sufficient Lo remove internal gains from the densely 

occupied spaces, such as the lecture rooms, could be induced by the buoyancy of the hot air in the upper part of Lhe 
atrium. It was also important to investigate the position if the interface layer in relation LO Lhe occupied zones of 
the upper a1rium. 
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Figure 4 . Perspcclive view and section or University building. 

Figure 5. SecLion and plan of laboratory model, showing sources of salty water (representing hem sources). 
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Preliminary buo)"•'"C)' c.1lc111~1ions cst:1blishc1I opening ~ i~.c> ir. 1hc nulSidc w;:l\s or the lcc1urc rooms an(l 
between the rooms and the airium. which, wuh certain assnmplious. would lend 10 a tcmpcroturc increment in me 
rooms of3°C. This, with un air mo,·cmem of 0.1 ms· l and nn :unbicm rclntivc humidi1y of 45%. would result in 
n Corrcc1cd Effective Tcmpcnnurc or nhout 27°C, which wru; consirlcrcd nn acccp1ablc mrgc1. These opening sizes .• 
which wcrcc1uilelargc (about4 m2 in both cxu:rnnl ancl a1ri um walls), wcrc 11dop1cd in the sc.1 lc model. 

A further principle 10 be dcmons1rn1cd WllS Lhe introduction of fresh nir via the SICJl(lCd noor (figure 4). This 
served scvcrnl purposes: it ensured 1hm 1he fresh air wns distributed more cq11i1nhly 10 the occupants of the deep 
room (l lm from outside wall to atrium), ii also pcrmiucd Lhc provision of blackoul without impeding ventilation 
- not possible if conventional window openings arc used. 

Other concerns were mainly with conditions in the atrium. The main question here wns whether the "cool 
pool" concept was viable. The nmimcnnnce of air below ambient 1cmpcra1~re in the ground level of th~ atrium . 
relied upon 1wo conditions: first. 1ha1 much w~rmcr nir cxhaus1cd from the library and the lecture rooms mto the 
atrium should not mix with the cool pool and. scconct , 1hm gains made in the ground noor ionc (largely Crom 
occupants) could be absorbed into tJ1e massive s1ruc1urc (previously coo.led by night \'Cntilation). The lirs_L of 
these conditions could clearly be investigated with nuid modelling. the second was explored by mnthcmaucal 
thermal modelling. 

4 3 Modellinl.l Studies 
Modelling 

A perspex 1: 100 scale model of the central third of the building was consiructcd. The lecture rooms and 
library space on the nonhem side of the building were included, as was the central atrium, but Lile offices on lhc 
southern side were not included. The lecture rooms and library had openings to the atrium :111d 10 the ambient 
fluid. Jn addition there was a large opening along the roof ridge of 1hc atrium, some doorway openings al ground 
level in the atrium and openings on 1hc southern wall of the a1rlum represent ing connections with the 
(unmodclled) ofriccs. The model was suspended upside down in a large 111nk of water. llluminatcd by the 
shadowgraph technique und filmed with an invcned \•ideo Cllmcrn. To uvoid confusion the 1cnns up, do1vn, etc will 
be used wilh reference 10 the actual building. 

Sunlight railing on this section of the nirium will give a hem nux of about !SOkW: this was modelled by n 
incroducing slllt wmer through a series of holes stretch ing 1hc full length or 1he model at the upper walkway level 
as shown in ligure 5. A heat source or 150kW in uir gives a buoyuncy nux of 4.125 m4s·3, and this was modelled 
by pumping in a sail solution 5% dent.er llrnn fresh water (so, at the ource, g '=0.49 ms-2) at a rate of 
J Sx I 0·6m3s-1 , giving a buoyancy nux of 7.36xJ0-6m4s-3. Given lh is nl.Lio between Lhc buoyancy nuxes 
(7.36x Jo·6:4.J25) and the rmio in the lcngLhs (1:100) this implies a ra1io in the scales (or g' of 0.317:1 
(model:full-sealc). from Ulb lc I. Cancelling g from the expressions for g' this gives (6PIP)M/(6T/T)F = 0.317. 
where T is measured in Kelvin. Thus n 1cmpcrmure difference of 1°C nt full-scale is represented by a density 
difference of 0.1 % in the model (since Tis approximately 300K). 1'his (1lso sets the rntio in 1imesco.lcs. again 
from iable I, 10 be 0.18:1 so one second n1 full-scale is represented by 0.18 seconds in the model. 

The heal due to occupants was modelled in 1wp of the lecture rooms. rcprcscnl.ins n lmn nuJ( of IOl<W (100 
people) In each room. This was represcnrnd by int.reducing salt solu tion through :1 series of holes near the noor of 
each room, as shown in figure :S. For some expcrirncnls a cool pool of air on the noor or the a1rium was 
modelled. 111is was done by introducing :in alcohol solu1ion, or densi1y less 1hun fresh wn1cr, into this part of the 
model before the siarL of the experiment. 

Results 
The. results of the laboratory modelling are bcsl appreciated by viewi ng a video of the experiments. Digitised 

images of the now for various conligura1ions of hem sources and openings arc shown in figure 6. The warm air 
gencrmcd by sunlight falling on Lhc interior wall of the n1rlum is seen to drive u now 1h~ough the building, wilh 
warm oir nowing out through the opening in the roof being replaced by ambient air newing in 1hrough the lecture 
rooms and olhcr openings. An imponnnt result or this stud)• is thai ~n mlcqumc ven1ila1ion now cnn be driven in 
the lcclw:c rooms by the healed atrium. The interface bc1wecn wurm nnd cool nir in the atrium can be controlled 
by adjusting the nrcn of the openings. ln Lhc lccwrc rooms the hcnt gcnormcd by occupiml~ moves imo the upper 
part of !he lecture room, and thence out of the room into the atri um. 

The mixing or the cool pool is caused, primarily, by cn1rni nmcn1 inlo Ilic warmer oi r above it. This 
entrainment is produced by the turbulent mo1ions in the air above 1hc cool pool and depends on a stability 
parameter Ri~g'D/c/2, the Richardson number, whcreD is the depth of Lho cool pool. The model scaling, given 
in table I, preserves the value of Ri ond so estimates of mixing found in the laboratory con be scaled to foll -scale. 
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(a) Cb) 

(c) (dJ 

Figure 6. Dlghlsed images from vitleos of th~ cxpcl'i111c111 s. (11) & (b) Sunlight source 011 ly, 110 coot pool. 
Displacement now drives Ou id Olll Ll1ro11gh roof ridge opening :inti 1JJ;1ws Ouid 1hro11gh lcc111re r<X>OIS. ill (h) f111itl 
entering one. of the IC4:ture rooms anti nowing into the utrium hus hecn tlyctl. (c) & (ti) Sunl iglll M11 1rcc. occ11p111ll 
sources and cool pool. Note that the now from the lecture rooms rise$ on entering the atrium, rmhcr Urun mixing 
throughout ns in (l>). The opening area is larger for {d) thnn (c), glvini; inrcascd interfucc hcighl mnl more 
disruption of 1hc cool pool. 
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5.2 The Use of Laboratorv and Mathematj 
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The ~ool pool of air at the bouom of the atrium is only slightly disLurben by the ventilation flows, the most 
disruption occuring when unhealed side rooms arc vcnLil~Led. This is bec<iusc if the flow is from healed rooms 1l 
ri ses on entering the atrium, whilst if il comes from an unhemed room it mixes throughout th~ mrmm. Cool air 
can be prevented from escaping through ground level openings by the ventilation flow drawing m air through these 

openings at a fast enough rate to prevent outflow. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Models of Natural Ventilation 
We have shown how ventilation flows may be modelled in the laboratory , giving an accessible qualitative 

description oft.he flow as well as quantiaative details. It is possible to model flows due to a variety of distributed 
heat sources in a complex geometry. This type of modelling is particularly suited lO flows where the advection of 
heat is the most important means of heat transport, but does not include t.he effect of wind on t.he ventialtion flow. 
The scaling rules necessary to interpret the implications of the results of laboratory experiments for full-scale 
flows have also been given. We have outlined a mathematical model of ventilation flows and shown how it gives 
reliable estimates oft.he observed flows. 

5 2 The Use of Laboratory and Mathematical Models in Design 
Physical models have a distinct advantage over mathematical models in that they are visual. Although a 

malhematical model may yield accurate quantitative results, which can be used to inform design, they will not 
have the same impact on the designer, unless very sophisticated computer visualization of the results is made. 
Why is "impact" important if the quantitative information is available? 

In our view, it is because the process of design is not a purely rational one in a mechanistic sense. When a 
designer asks a question he does not want only the answer: he wants information about and around the question. 
Physical modelling techniques nearly always have this characteristic: for example whilst looking into a 
daylighting model, constructed to measure Daylight Factor, the designer will see the subjective effect of his 
proposed design and may spot good and bad characteristics. The Dow visualisation is a striking demonstration of a 
rather mysterious and usually invisible process, and both architect and technical expert have found the visualization 
to have suggested new ideas as well as confirmed proposals. Indeed the proposed "cool pool" strategy was 
suggested after watching flow visualization of another quite different building. 

More obvious advantages of the physical model is that it can deal with more complicated boundary 
conditions and, in this case, geometries. Computer codes could in principle solve similm problems, but with 
codes available at present there would be very large demands on computing power and data preparation. However, 
the effort involved in the preparation of the physical model, and the laboratory testing, must not be 
underestimated. ll seems likely that as computer models and visualization of output improve more of these kinds 
of problems will be investigated using mathematical models. Furthermore, the laboratory model has technical 
limiaations: for example heat flows into the structure cannot, at present, be modelled and for the this project a 
mathematical thermal model has had to be used to investigate the absorbtion of heat gains mmle to the cool pool. 

One further point must be made. Although in this case the modelling has been applied to a specific 
building, in our view principles can be eslllblished which could be applied to other buildings where conditions are 
similar and the effect of small departures from these conditions is understood . We believe that physical modelling 
oft.his type offers a valuable educative tool providing both "design-proving" and "design-leading" roles. 
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